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Abstract

With the rapid development of edge computing, artificial 
intelligence and other technologies, intelligent transportation 
services in the vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) such 
as in-vehicle navigation and distress alert are increasingly 
being widely used in life. Currently, road navigation is an 
essential service in the vehicle network. However, when a 
user employs the road navigation service, his private data 
maybe exposed to roadside nodes. Meanwhile, when the 
trusted authorization sends the navigation route data to the 
user, the user can obtain all the road data. Especially, other 
unrequested data might be related to the military. Therefore, 
how to achieve secure and efficient road navigation while 
protecting privacy is a crucial issue. In this paper, we propose 
a privacy-preserving path selection protocol that supports 
a token as the object in the oblivious transfers, which 
effectively reduces the communication overhead. In addition, 
a lightweight dual authentication and group key negotiation 
protocol is provided to support dynamic joining or leaving 
of group members. Moreover, it can guarantee the security 
of forward data. After experimental analysis, the proposed 
protocol has high security and efficiency.

Keywords: Privacy protection, Oblivious transfers, Group 
key agreement, VANETs

1  Introduction

With the rapid development of vehicular ad hoc networks 
(VANETs), intelligent transportation services, such like 
traffic management and road navigation are become more and 
more reliable [1-3]. For the purpose of establishing real-time 
dynamic information services, smart transportation primarily 
makes use of new generation information technology, such as 
cloud computing, edge computing, and artificial intelligence 
[4-5]. In particular, navigation is an indispensable essential 
service in smart transportation. The vehicle network is 
typically composed of three basic components: the vehicle, 
the road side unit (RSU), and the trusted authority (TA) [6]. 
Strong computation and storage capabilities enable TA to 
transmit or gather a variety of data kinds to the car through 

RSU. He has a big region for receiving signals. RSU is a 
unit node mounted to the side of the road that helps cars 
transmit data to TA. RSU’s signal coverage region is less 
extensive than TA’s [7]. When traveling, cars will seek 
congested road segments from RSU or TA in an effort to 
avoid them as soon as possible. The VANETs will gather 
real-time data on the state of the roads and provide the user 
with the pertinent information. However, there is a chance 
that private information like the location of the vehicle, the 
number of miles driven, and driving habits will be exposed 
when smart cars like Tesla and XPENG use VANETs [8]. 
Therefore, privacy protection issues need to be considered 
when providing smart transportation services such as road 
navigation.

Imagine a situation when a vehicle requests a navigation 
path from a TA in VANETs. The request contains information 
on the vehicle’s ID, its location, its destination and road 
preferences, as well as other sensitive data. In general, a 
vehicle receives the computed n navigation paths from the 
TA and is free to select the preferred route. However, under 
the situation as it is now written, it is possible for malicious 
users to have access to both vehicle and TA privacy. On 
the one hand, the TA can still access the user’s private data 
after decrypting the ciphertext, even if the vehicle encrypts 
the data before sending it to the TA. On the other hand, the 
user receives the sent navigation routes and can discover 
alternative highways. It is worth noting that other road 
data may also contain information on the privacy of other 
vehicles, etc. Furthermore, storing n routes required waste 
storage space. Therefore, three issues should be considered.

1.1 Motivations of This Paper
Firstly, in general, a driver does not inform all routes to 

his destination based on the existing experience. Meantime, 
he also desires to keep abreast of road congestion. In this 
case, the driver sends a navigation request to TA, which 
contains the origin and destination of vehicle and road 
characteristics. However, on the one hand, the driver’s habits, 
privacy, and vehicle trajectory can be captured by TA. TA has 
an ability to conjecture habits of driver’s navigation according 
to the revealed privacy. Critically, private information can 
be collected and sold to some organizations. On the other 
hand, navigation routes have data from smart transportation 
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services and sensitive information such as bridges, subways, 
roads, and ports. If the privacy of navigation routes is not 
protected, drivers can obtain all the information about routes. 

Secondly, group members generate session keys with 
the TA. If a member quits or joins the group, the revoking 
user should not be able to access the data forward or after. 
Otherwise, the data will be exposed to the revoking user. 
Also, the newly joined user cannot know any previous data. 
Therefore, the proposed protocol needs to support group 
members to join or leave dynamically, and to guarantee the 
confidentiality of the data.

Thirdly, during road navigation, all routes are usually 
sent to drivers. This approach not only exposes the privacy in 
the routes. Also, n navigation routes are returned to a driver, 
which generates a large amount of computational overhead 
and communication overhead.

1.2 Our Contributions
In this paper, a lightweight navigation path selection 

scheme in VANETs is presented based on the novel dual 
authentication algorithm and oblivious transfers algorithm, 
which sends an optimal and needed path to user and protects 
the privacy of all entities. In addition, the scheme can 
provide users with dynamic join or leave features and dual 
authentication service.

1)  A path selection scheme supporting privacy-
preserving is proposed. To avoid exposure the privacy of 
communication entities, this scheme is designed based on 
1-out-of-n oblivious transfers ( 1

nOT ) between vehicle 
(denoted as user-side) and TA (denoted as server-side). 
Specifically, during the process of a user interacting with a 
TA for n  navigation paths, a user requests one navigation 
path from n paths to TA, then he only obtains a requested 
path and has no information about n − 1 paths, while TA 
cannot know any information about the request data. 

2) Dual authentication and group members dynamically 
joining or leaving can be provided in this scheme. The 
novel and lightweight dual authentication algorithm can be 
performed among users, RSUs and TAs, which guarantees 
only the authenticated entities to participate in the follow-
up algorithms. Moreover, the presented group key agreement 
algorithm supports the members joining or leaving 
dynamically and forward secrecy. That is, the malicious user 
cannot fake the valid identity and attempt to join in the group 
and reveal the message from TA.

3) The computation and communication of our scheme 
are effectively reduced. The encrypted route message is not 
the object of oblivious transfer, since transmitting  
encrypted route message between user and TA will cause a 
large communication overhead. In the proposed 1

nOT , the 
token is the object to transmit. The performance analysis and 
evaluation are illustration for dual authentication algorithm 
and 1-out-of-n oblivious transfers algorithm with other 
protocols. It has proved that the performance and efficiency 
of this paper have been improved.

1.3 Organization
The reset of this paper is organized as follows. The 

related work about some privacy-preserving path selection 

schemes is introduced in Section 2. Some concepts about 
oblivious transfers and smooth projective hash function are 
described in Section 3. The system model and adversary 
model are presented in Section 4. A lightweight and privacy-
preserving path selection scheme is proposed in Section 
5. The security and performance analysis are illustrated in 
Section 6 and Section 7, respectively. Section 8 concludes the 
proposed scheme.

2  Related Work

Intelligent transportation services are rapidly becoming 
more common due to the ongoing promotion of electric 
vehicles [9-11]. The service of road navigation is crucial 
in intelligent transportation. Bhatnagar et al.  [12] applied 
the cumulative distribution function and probability density 
function to design a best path selection scheme. Ubarhande 
et al. [13] proposed a secure path selection scheme based 
on distributed delegation, which permitted the authenticated 
node to join in the active path. Based on the scheme [12], 
Xu et al. [14] proposed a novel max weighted-harmonic-
mean schemes to assist with path navigation. However, the 
privacy of the receiver and sender is not protected in existing 
solutions.

In VANETs, the oblivious transfers technology is 
employed to protect the privacy of interaction entities [15-
16]. To protect the users’ privacy during VANET’s feature 
matching, an efficient k-out-of-n oblivious transfers was 
proposed by Wang et al. [17], and it was adopted to give a 
PSI protocol with equality test. To address the privacy of 
location data of user, a privacy-preserving location-based 
scheme is proposed by Yadav et al. [18] to protect some 
privacy, such as the query privacy of the user, information 
content of the location server, and location information, 
etc. Liang et al. [19] desired to protect the privacy of RSUs 
and vehicles, and they proposed a route planning scheme in 
VANETs with assisting of certification authority. Moreover, 
the dual authentication and group key agreement technologies 
are also the essential functions in VANETs. Vijayakumar et 
al. [20] proposed a dual authentication algorithm among the 
vehicles, RUS and TA to verify the identities of entities for 
following steps. Then, TA according to the user authentication 
list generated the group session key for vehicles, while it 
distinguished primary user and secondary user for protect the 
security of message. However, the scheme [20] cannot resist 
the replay attack and masquerade attack, which was figured 
out by Tan et al. [21]. They pointed out the previously 
request messages which could be reused by malicious 
users. To address this problem, they proposed a novel dual 
authentication scheme.  Avoiding the real-time data to be 
collected by devices, Vinoth et al. [22] employed the Chinese 
remainder theorem and secret sharing technology to design 
a secure multifactor authenticated key agreement scheme, 
which could withstand many known attacks. However, 
the above schemes did not consider about the flexibility of 
authentication key agreement. Tan et al. [23] proposed a 
flexible authentication mechanism with the dynamic access 
policy based on secret sharing technology, which provided 
anonymity for users. However, some schemes have difficulty 
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balancing security and efficiency, specifically, the excessive 
overhead generated by privacy protection affects the 
efficiency of protocols in VANETs.

3  Preliminaries

In this section, some algorithms or definitions are 
presented, that is 1-out-of-n oblivious transfers protocol, 
smooth projective hashing function and Chinese remainder 
theory. These technologies are applied in the proposed 
scheme.

3.1 1-out-of-n Oblivious Transfers
1-out-of-n oblivious transfers protocol involves two 

entities: receiver and sender. The sender inputs n  messages 
and receiver inputs one request r. After executing 1

nOT  
protocol, the receiver obtains one message from n. It is clear 
from the security regulations of the OT protocol that the 
privacy of communication entities, receiver and sender, is 
commanded to protect. That is, a sender returns n messages 
to receiver, yet he does not know anything about the request. 
Meanwhile, a receiver only can obtain one message without 
learning any information about n − 1 messages. We describe 
a 1

nOT  protocol designed by Naor et al. [24] as follows.
Input: Sender inputs {M1, M2, …, Mn}, where Mi ∈{0,1}m, 

n = 2l and i ∈ [n].  Receiver inputs the request r ∈ [n].
Output: Then, receiver desires to learn Mr. 
Step 1: Sender randomly selects l pairs of keys K = 

{( 0 1
1 1,K K ),( 0 1

2 2,K K ), …, ( 0 1,l lK K )}, where bj
jK  is a a-bit 

string key and j ∈ [l] hold. Sender computes CTi = Mi ⊕         

( 1 ( )
j

l
j K jF b i=⊕ ), where F(∙) is a pseudo-random function. 

Then, sender returns CTi to receiver.
Step 2: Sender and receiver perform a 1-out-of-2 oblivi-

ous transfers protocol based on K. Receiver would like to ob-

tain bj
jK , when he requires to get Mr. 

Step 3: Receiver computes Mr = CTi ⊕ ( 1 ( )
j

l
j K jF b i=⊕ ) 

and obtains the request message Mr.

3.2 Smooth Projective Hashing Function
The concept of smooth projective hashing function is first 

proposed by Cramer et al. [25], which has a pair of keys. This 
function computes the hash value in two manners. Firstly, it 
calculates the hash value hh by using a hash key. Secondly, 
it calculates the projective hashing value hph of some subset 
by employing a projective key. Finally, hh = hph holds. The 
specifics steps are as follows.

Setup(1k): Input a security parameter k. Setup algorithm 
generates the system parameter param.

GenHashKey(param): GenHashKey algorithm randomly 
generates a hash key hk. 

GenProKey(hk, param, w): GenProKey algorithm 
generates a projective key hp by employing key hk. 

HashVa(hk, param, w): HashVa algorithm generates a 
hash value hh by using key hk. 

ProHash(hp, param, w): ProHash algorithm generates a 

projective hashing value hph by applying key hp. 
For all hashing keys and projective keys, the formular 

HashVa(hk, param) = ProHash(hp, param) established based 
on witness w ∈ L, where L belongs to the NP.

3.3 Chinese Remainder Theorem
Suppose n1, n2, …, nk are positive integers, and they are 

mutually prime. If M =
1

k
ii

n
=∏ establishes, then a system of 

congruent equations (1) exists.

1 1

2 2

  
  

.

  k k

a mod n x
a mod n x

a mod n x

≡
 ≡
 …
 ≡

                                   (1)

The mode M has a unique value, x ≡ ( 
1

M
n e1a1+ 

2

M
n

e2a2+…+ 
k

M
n ekak) mod M, where ei is satisfied with  

i

M
n  ei ≡ 

1 mod ni (i ∈ [k]). 

4  System Model and Adversary Model

4.1 System Model
In VANETs, three entities are composed of system model, 

users/vehicles, road site unit (RSU) and trusted authority 
(TA). The system model of a lightweight privacy-preserving 
path selection scheme is presented in Figure 1.

Vehicles, RSUs and TAs form a vehicle network. At 
initial phase, vehicles and RSUs need to register their 
respective identities with the TA. To prevent identity leakage 
of entities, dummy identities are assigned to vehicles, RSUs 
and TAs during the initialization phase to protect privacy 
when they communicate. Subsequently, vehicle-RSU and 
RSU-TA authenticate each other, generating a registered list 
at the TA. With this list, the TA generates a group session key. 
Obviously, only the users in this list can obtain this session 
key. When a user withdraws or joins, the TA regenerates the 
group session key to ensure that the data is not leaked. The 
most important function is the navigation path access. When 
a user sends a navigation request to the RSU, the RSU will 
return n paths that meet the conditions to the user. But the 
user can only get one of them and cannot get any information 
about the other n − 1 paths. 

Trusted Authority (TA): TA is mainly responsible for the 
registration, dual authentication and group key agreement 
phases between the vehicle, RSU and TA. TA is a fully 
trusted entity. It uses the information in the registration phase 
to complete the dual authentication with vehicles and RSUs, 
which can effectively avoid malicious vehicles from joining 
the VANETs. When a vehicle changes from State A to State 
B, it needs to re-register with the TA. And the group session 
key corresponding to State B cannot be obtained immediately. 
In addition, the TA generates the group session key based 
on the user registration form. It can identify malicious users 
quickly.
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Road Site Unit (RSU): The RSU is managed by the TA 
and is the intermediate entity of the VANETs. That is, the 
RSU is the bridge that connects vehicles and TAs. In the dual 
authentication phase, the RSU assists the TA and the vehicle 
to complete the identity authentication between each other. 
In the navigation route transmission phase, the encrypted 
routes are stored in the TA, and keys corresponding to routes 
are stored in RSU. Then, RSU and vehicles execute the 
proposed OT protocol, n keys are transmitted obliviously to a 
vehicle so that this vehicle can decrypt its request route after 
obtaining one key.

Vehicle: Every vehicle is embedded with a RSU in the 
VANETs. And it also can communicate with other vehicles 
and RSUs. 

4.2 Algorithm Definition
Registration Phase: Ukey ← Re (para, idTA) . When, a 

vehicle travel in the range of TA, then TA generates its 
dummy identity idTA to a user. User inputs the dummy 
identity of TA to compute auxiliary messages (preK, preM) 
which assists to transmit user’s key Ukey. The key of user Ukey 
is mainly applied in the dual authentication to verify user’s 
identity, which prevents a malicious user to forge the real 
identity of honest user.

D u a l  A u t h e n t i c a t i o n  P h a s e :  d u l  −  A u t h U  ← 
Du({timestamp}, Authu, AuthR, AuthTA, dul − AuthR). The user, 
RSU and TA accomplish the dual authentication with each 
other in this phase. A user computes parameter preAuthu and 
Authu in which includes his personal information for 
verifying at TA. He sends the ciphertext Authu to RSU. RSU 
re-encrypts Authu with its dummy identity and sends AuthR to 
TA. TA employs user’s and RSU’s keys where are from the 
registration phase to decrypt ciphertext Authu and checks 

?
' '
u TApreAuth preaAuth⇔ .  The one-way authenticat ion 

vehicel → RSU → TA has completed. Then, the smooth 
projective hash function is applied in TA to compute 
preAuthTA. Employing the dummy identity of TA encrypts 
preAuthTA to generate AuthTA and sends to RSU. RSU re-
encrypts the ciphertext to compute dul − AuthR for user. 
Finally, the user utilizes the feature of the SPH function to 
verify TA’s identity to finish the dual authentication. 

Group Key Agreement Phase: KAkey ← GKA(para′, L). 
TA determines the users contained in the list L, i.e., the group 
users. Using the Chinese remainder theorem, TA distributes 
the computed group session key to the group users. When a 
user joins or withdraws, the list L is updated. TA generates a 
new session key based on list L′ to prevent a malicious user 
from being able to access the previous data.

Oblivious Data Transmission Phase:  Me ←ODT        
({M}n, KAkey, tokenj). The navigation function is provided via 
embedding the oblivious transfers technology in our scheme. 
A user sends a message to TA with the information containing 
the location of origin and destination. TA calculates and 
encrypts paths via using a tokenj, broadcasts n paths for 
vehicles. However, not all vehicles can obtain one or n paths. 
The vehicle should receive a tokenj corresponding a path 
by performing ODT(∙). Finally, a user employs this token to 
decrypt the ciphertext to obtain the required path.

4.3 Adversary Model
The adversary model determines the capabilities of the 

attacker, which is defined as follows.
1) The adversary A1 might purposefully repeat to send 

the valid messages for many times, which can disturb the 
transmission between users, RSUs and TAs. This kind of 
adversary is mainly found in the dual authentication phase, 
trying to spoof the RSU or TA.

2) The adversary A2 wants to obtain any information 
about the request r so that he can infers a monitored user’s 

 
                      

                   

    

  

   
                   

 

 

 
                            

                  

Figure 1. System model
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habit. He simulates and selects a request r′ to run the 
proposed oblivious transfers algorithm, which tries to figure 
out the relationship between r′ and token′.

3) The adversary A3 attempts to reveal the privacy about 
n − 1 paths. He selects sCTj to perform oblivious transfer and 
tries to figure out the relationship between sCTj and token′.

5  The Proposed Scheme

To support a lightweight and privacy-preserving path 
selection scheme in VANETs, we mainly design a novel 
dual authentication algorithm and a lightweight 1-out-
of-n oblivious transfers algorithm. The proposed scheme 
is divided into four phases, in which the registration phase 
is described in Section 5.1, the dual authentication phase is 
presented in Section 5.2, the group key agreement phase is 
stated in Section 5.3 and the oblivious data transmission is 
illustrated in Section 5.4. 

5.1 Registration Phase
Generate the dummy identity of user (vehicle), RSU 

and TA, applied in the following phases to protect their real 
identity [26-27]. Select randomly a number a ∈ *

qZ . Compute 
and broadcast the dummy identity of TA idTA = ga via a 
secure channel, where g is the generator of *

qZ . Similarly, the 
dummy identity of user (idu) and RSU (idRSU) are generated 
by TA. Obviously, the correspondence between the dummy 
identity and the real identity only is known by TA, and for a 
malicious user, he still has no way to learn any information 
of the real identity of user or RSU.

1) Firstly, a user arrives in the range of TA and inputs 
some personal information, i.e., name na, identity idu, 
mileage vkm, etc. Those information as the fingerprint of user 
are encrypted and sent to TA. A user randomly chooses a 
key key ∈ {0, 1}l, where l = 256 bits. Then, he encrypts the 
communication key with the dummy identity idTA, denoted 
as preK = idTA ⨁ h(idTA∥key), where supposes a trapdoor 
hash function that is implemented by a secure symmetric 
encryption scheme h:{0, 1}* →{0, 1}l. After that, he encrypts 
his personal information with key, the ciphertext is presented 
as Eq. (2).

( || ).key a u km typreEM E n id v v=                      (2)

The user sends ciphertexts (preK, preM) to TA.
2) Secondly, to obtain key, TA computes preK ′ = 

preK⨁idTA, uses a trapdoor hash function and identity idTA 
to decrypt ciphertext h(idTA ∥ key). Then, TA decrypts preEM 
and records the user’s personal information into the List L, 
the Eq. (3) denotes the decrypted data.

( )( || ) .key key a u km typreDM D E n id v v=                (3)

Then, TA select a new key Ukey ∈ {0, 1}l and employs 
the trapdoor hash function to encrypt Ukey. TA sends 

the ciphertext preKA to a user, described as preKA = 
idTA⨁h(idTA∥Ukey).

3) Finally, a user decrypts preKA and reveals Ukey. Each 
user and TA maintain key Ukey for performing the dual 
authentication and group key agreement phases.

5.2 Dual Authentication Phase
When a user desires to create a communication channel 

with RSU, he is commanded to compute preKA′ and send to 
TA. TA makes sure preKA′ is equal to preKA, which  preKA 
has stored in TA in the registration phase. If two values 
match, then a user can communicate with RSU. Otherwise, 
this user is judged to be a malicious user and expelled 
to the VANETs. Figure 2 shows the process of the dual 
authentication phase.

1) The user randomly selects a number b ∈ Zq, and set 
a time stamp t1. He applies a trapdoor hash function as the 
secure symmetric algorithm to encrypt b, denoted as preAuthu 

= h(Ukey ∥ b). Then, he uses his personal information to 
encrypt preAuthu  and transmits (Authu, t1) to RSU. Eq. (4) 
presents the ciphertext Authu.

1( ) .u key u u TAAuth E preAuth id b t id= ⊕ ⊕               (4)

2) RSU sets a time stamp t2 and encrypts Authu with its 
dummy identity, denoted as Eq. (5). Then, RSU forwards 
(AuthR, t2) to TA.

2

( ( )

) .
RSUR key key u u

TA RSU

Auth E E preAuth id b

t id id

=

⊕ ⊕ ⊕
                 (5)

3) Supposing f (∙) is a smooth projective function and β (∙) 
is a projective key function. TA decrypts the ciphertext AuthR 
with a RSU’s key keyRSU which has stored both in RSU and 
TA in registration. The transmission of keyRSU likes Ukey. Eq. 
(6) and Eq. (7) are denoted the decryption via using RSU’s 
key keyRSU and user’s key key, respectively. 

( ).
RSUR key RDeAuth D Auth=                          (6)

( ( )).u key key u uDeAuth D E preAuth id b=                 (7)

TA employs the decrypted message preAuthu to computes 
preAuth′TA = h (preAuthu), and it also uses the stored key Ukey 
to calculate preAuthu

′ = h(hUkey∥b)). TA verify the equation 
?

' '
u TApreAuth preaAuth⇔  is valid. If the above equation holds, 

then the one-way authentication (from a user to TA) is 
implemented and it attempts to begin another one-way 
authentication (from TA to a user). Otherwise, the dual 
authentication algorithm aborts.

Furthermore, TA sets a time stamp t3. Applying the 
smooth projective hash function computes preAuthTA = f 
(preAuthu; β(Ukey); idu). Then, it encrypts preAuthTA with its 
dummy identity, described as Eq. (8). TA sends (AuthTA, t3) to 
RSU.
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3( ) .TA key TA TAAuth E preAuth id t= ⊕                   (8)

4) RSU utilizes his dummy identity and a new time stamp 
t4 to encrypt AuthTA, which demonstrates as Eq. (9). Transmit 
(dul −AuthR, t4) to user.

4( ( ) ) .
RSU

R

key key TA TA RSU

dul Auth
E E preAuth id t id

− =
⊕ ⊕

      (9)

5) The user applies the smooth projective hash function 
to compute dul − AuthU = HUkey

 (preAuthu) for checking 
Eq. (12). In addition, he decrypts dul – AuthR via keyRSU 

and key for twice, presented as Eq. (10) and Eq. (11). If 
Eq. (12) establishes, the dual authentication algorithm is 
accomplished. What’s more, the user, RSU and TA can 
transmit with each other. Otherwise, the proposed scheme 
aborts.

4( ( ( ) )).
RSU RSU

R

key key key TA TA

dul DeAuth
D E E preAuth id t
−

= ⊕

        (10)

( ( )).U key key TA TAdul DeAuth D E preAuth id− =            (11)

?
.U TAdul Auth preaAuth− ⇔                          (12)

 

         

                            

                           
                                              
                                  

                 

          

                 
                                           
                             

               

          

                                           
                            

                                   
                               
                       

                
            

                                         
                 

                                               
                               

           

              
                                                 

              

                                 
                                                              

                                       
                

           

                 

Figure 2. The process of dual authentication phase
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5.3 Group Key Agreement Phase
Group session key can only be distributed to users who 

have stored data in List L at TA, as we stated in the system 
model. In addition, the group session key is employed in the 
oblivious data transmission to assist a user with obtaining 
the request path. TA generates the session key to obey the 
following steps.

1) TA computes α = 
1
( )

i

m
keyi

U
=∏ . Each user’s key Ukey 

has transmitted during registration phase, i ∈ [m] holds and m 

presents the number in the group. It calculates γi =
ikeyU

α
 and 

γi ∙δi ≡ 1mod Ukeyi
. After that, TA computes η = 

1
( )

m
i ii
γ δ

=
⋅∑ . 

It randomly chooses a number KAkey as a new session key for 
m users. Subsequently, TA computes and broadcasts the 
message θ = KAkey ⋅ η to m users.

2) Each user extracts a session key by computing this 
equation KAkey =θ mod Ukeyi

.
3) A user can join or leave a group using the group key 

agreement algorithm that was created. Therefore, two cases 
can be happened in VANETs. 

• List L deletes a user Urev from it, when user Urev 
leaves or withdraws from this group. TA computes 
a new η′, denotes as η′ = η − γrev ⋅ δrev. Note that 
TA selects a new conference key KA′

key for a new 
group. Then, TA computes and broadcasts a new θ′, 
describes as θ′ = KA′

key ⋅ η′. Subsequently, each user 
in the new group computes KA′

key = θ′ mod Ukeyi
 to 

reveal a session key.
• List L adds a new user Uadd who has implemented 

the dual authentication. TA computes a new η′, η′ = 
η + γadd ⋅ δadd. Note that TA randomly chooses a new 
conference key KA′′

key for a new group. After that, TA 
computes and transmits θ′′ to each user in the new 
group, where θ′′= KA′′

key⋅ η′′ holds. The user reveals 
the group session key from θ′′.

4) Whether a user join or leave this group, the forwards 
ciphertexts should be encrypted again via using a new 
group session key to ensure the confidentiality of data. 
Therefore, the re-encrypted ciphertext CTre = EKA′′key

(M)⋅ 
should be computed by TAs. In addition, in the oblivious data 
transmission phase, tokenj is applied to encrypt the messages. 
Once a user joins or leaves the group, the previously tokens 
are deleted. And, based on the define of oblivious transfer, a 
user only can obtain his requested message without others.

5.4 Oblivious Data Transmission Phase
Consider this scenario: a user wants to drive at Place A, 

so he sends TA a require. Meantime, TA maybe expose all 
the paths to each user, since paths are encrypted by using a 
session key. Thus, both the request user and others can reveal 
all paths, they all have this session key after performing group 
key agreement algorithm. Furthermore, the requested user’s 
privacy, such as location and Place A, will be leaked to other 
users. Therefore, we encrypt the navigation paths with the aid 
of some tokens. The process of oblivious data transmission 
phase is presented in Figure 3, which implements to send 
the requested navigation path to a user. Those tokens contain 
some necessary information, i.e., location data, destination 
place, navigation preferences and so on. They are transmitted 
from TA to RSU by a secure channel. TA employs tokenj to 
encrypt n messages Mj, denotes as CTj = Etokenj

 (Mj), j ∈ [n].
1) Select three number randomly x, y, c ∈ *

qZ  and g is 

a generator of *
qZ . The user chooses an input e ∈ [n] and 

generates the request r = xe⋅ yc. He transmits r to RSU.

2) RSU computes and sends sCTj = tokenj ⨁ h( ( ) keyKA
j

r
x

) 

to a user, where j ∈ [n] holds.
3) The user computes sCTe = sCTj ⨁ h(yc∙KAkey). He obtains 

one path from n paths without learning any information 
about n − 1 path. Finally, he employs his token to decrypt 
the ciphertext sent from TA, denotes as Me = Dtokenj

(CTe). 
In addition, TA is unable to determine which user paths are 
necessary.

 

                

                                           
                              

                 

                        
                   

      
     

 

                             

                            
                                       

                     

                       

          

   

Figure 3. The process of oblivious data transmission phase
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6  Security Analysis

In this section, we analyze the strength of the proposed 
navigation path selection scheme under the adversary model 
stated in Section 4.3. 

6.1 Resistance to Replay Attack
As we have presented in Section 4.3, an adversary A1 

can intercept the sent messages to revise they, then resends 
the revised message to RSU or TA. However, time stamps 
are applied in our dual authentication, which can protect the 
messages from the replay attack and ensure the effectiveness 
of message. For example, in case of the dual authentication, 
an adversary A1 observes and modifies the ciphertext AuthR to 
Auth′

R, since he forges a dummy identity id′
RSU and attempts 

to pretend a real RSU. However, the time stamp is used in 
the proposed algorithm to keep a cache of recently messages. 
TA compares a received message with a recent message 
through this time stamp, which AuthR = Auth′

R holds or not. 
Obviously, TA can discern the revised message and has an 
ability to resist the replay attack.

6.2 Receiver Security
The paths have been encrypted via using tokenj, and 

ciphertexts are broadcasted by TA. Meantime, user as a 
receiver and RSU as a sender perform oblivious transfers 
algorithm, which helps a receiver to obtain one path from n 
path. However, an adversary A2 acts as a sender to interact 
with a challenger. The adversary A2 selects a random 
number e′ ∈ [n] and generates the request r′. Then, sCTj 
can be queried by A2 adaptively for n − 1 times at most. 
The adversary A2 selects two requests r0, r1. The challenger 
randomly chooses b ∈ {0, 1} and generates sCT0, sCT1. And 
the adversary outputs his guesses b′. Suppose that there is 
a probabilistic polynomial time who can break the receiver 
security with a non-negligible advantage ϵ. In addition, the 
probability of an adversary A2 successfully guessing correctly 
is 1/2. Because only one request belongs to n, the other one 
is a forged request. If b = b′, the adversary wins. However, 
the probability of he successfully guessing b′ from n is 

2

1
2AAdv

n
 =  
 



. 

6.3 Sender Security
The oblivious transfers protocol commands that a receiver 

only can obtain one path which has been asked by himself. 
Meanwhile, a receiver cannot reveal other paths from the 
transmission messages. If the protocol obeys the above 
requirement, it is said that the sender’s privacy has been 
protected. The adversary A3 plays a role of a receiver and the 
challenger acts as a sender. The adversary A3 send the request 
r to the challenger, and he can query about the  tokenj adap-
tively for at most n − 2 times. The adversary sends sCTj to 
challenger, then the challenger sends tokenj back. After that, 
the adversary outputs two same strings sCT0 and sCT1 to the 
challenger. The challenger computes sCTb and sends back to 
adversary A3. The adversary A3 outputs b′, if b = b′, A3 wins. 
However, if the adversary wins this game, then IND-CPA 

security cannot be guaranteed. Therefore, the probability of 

adversary wining is 
3

1
2A PA v rd = −   .

7 Performance Analysis and Evaluation

7.1 Performance Analysis
Four phases are contained in our proposed scheme, 

registration phase, dual authentication phase, group key 
agreement phase and oblivious data transmission phase. 
Note that, in order to protect the privacy of users and RSUs, 
our scheme design a novel 1-out-of-n oblivious transfer 
algorithm to transmit tokens, which inevitably introduces 
some communication overhead. However, the proposed 
protocol has effectively reduced the communication overhead 
compared to exposing the privacy or transmitting the 
ciphertext directly. Table 1 shows the comparison of each 
phase. 

Table 1. The comparison of four phases
Phases Overhead *
Registration Tp + 2Th + 2TED -
Dual authentication 5Th + 8TED -
Group key agreement Tm + Tmod B
Oblivious transfers 2Tp + 2nTh + (n+1)TED B

Let Tp denote a power operation time, Th present a hash 
function time, TED state an encryption or decryption operation 
time, Tm introduce a multiplication operation time, Tmod 
describe a mod operation time, * denote communication 
complexity and B present broadcast.

In the registration phase, the computation overhead is Tp 

+ 2Th + 2TED. The overhead of XOR operation is very small, 
which is ignored in this paper. To ensure the confidentially of 
data, the encryption and decryption algorithms are employed 
in the dual-authentication phase. And the overhead of this 
phase is 5Th + 8TED. The Chinese Remainder theorem is 
applied to update the group session key which costs Tm + 
Tmod.In the oblivious transfer phase, n messages are sent to a 
user and these messages are needed to decrypt by a user to 
obtain the requested data, which costs 2Tp + 2nTh + (n+1)TED .

7.2 Performance Evaluation
The proposed 1-out-of-n oblivious transfers algorithm is 

the mainly contribution. We have evaluated this algorithm 
by using the python language under a desktop computer. 
The performance of this desktop computer is described as 
follows.

• CPU: Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-10700 CPU @2.90GHZ
• RAM: 16.0GB
• System: Windows 10, 64-bit

In general, the transmission message is the encrypted 
data. In this scheme, it should be the navigation paths. We 
set the length of ciphertext be 2048-bit. However, to consider 
about the overhead and storage, we employ the token to 
encrypt navigation paths and oblivious transfer the token 
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which only has 256-bit. Figure 4 shows the comparison 
of the computation overhead under 2048-bit and 256-bit 
data. Figure 4(a) describes the hash operation time in 1-out-
of-n oblivious transfers algorithm. Figure 4(b) presents the 
symmetric encryption and decryption operation times in 
1-out-of-n oblivious transfer algorithm. It is not difficult to 
figure out that using token as the object of oblivious transfers 
is more effectively than the other.

Figure 4. The comparison of computation overhead under 
2048-bit string and 256-bit string of data

8  Conclusion

In this paper, a lightweight privacy-preserving path 
selection scheme in VANETs is proposed, which implements 
to protect the privacy of users and RSUs. To share n 
navigation paths to a user, a novel 1-out-of-n oblivious 
transfers is designed, which ensures the user’s request cannot 
be reveal by RSU and n − 1 paths cannot be obtained by 
user. In addition, a lightweight dual authentication algorithm 
is proposed to verify the identity between users, RSUs and 
TAs and resist the replay attack. Moreover, the group key 
agreement algorithm is provided to support the dynamic 
group members. The results of performance analysis and 
evaluation indicate that the proposed scheme has high 
security and efficiency.
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